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Conclusion: 
Environmental Stewardship is as much a 

part of ship design as Hydrodynamics, 
Logistics, or Cost Estimation 
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The Ship Lifecycle 
• Design 
• Construction 
• Operation 
• Disposal 
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The Ship Lifecycle 
• Design 
• Construction 
• Operation 
• Disposal 

Ocean care is 
relevant at all 
stages 
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Influence Opportunity 
Designer Constructor Operator Disposer 

Design 
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Operation 
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Ship Design 
• Designers are taught to consider 

– Hull efficiency 
– Safety 
– Economics 

• Ocean Care is not explicit 
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Ship Design 
• Designers are taught to consider 

– Hull efficiency 
– Safety 
– Economics 

• Ocean Care is not explicit 
• SNAME, and schools like UBC and 

Strathclyde, are trying to change that 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good Morning.  I am Dr. Eleanor Kirtley of The Glosten Associates.  We are an independent design and analysis consulting firm in Seattle, WA.  Thank you for  attending my short talk today.   Thank you to Ronan for your presentation and for your initiatives at PMV.  It’s always a pleasure to  discuss current challenges and progress with colleagues.  My talk also has some of each of those.Today I’ll start with an overview on the Marine Vessel Environmental Performance Assessment – MVEP and who we are, what we’re doing.  I will just introduce a recent publication, and then get into my main focus today: a demonstration project of our MVEP Assessment Methdology, the  Ship Survey and Impact Calculations. This project was a collaboration between four key parties.  MVEP, as an initiative, grew out of the of Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers (SNAME).  The work was proposed, done, and published by Glosten.  My associates on this project were Kevin Reynolds, Sean Ritchie, and Alan Orthmann.  Our work was made possible through the financial support of the US Maritime Administration.  And, California Maritime Academy provided program administration, technical review, and access to their training ship to validate the methodology.  We also had the support of over about a dozen technical experts providing peer review on our methods and of our presentation of limitations and of results. The report is publically available.  Please see if me for a copy. This presentation will share the emission estimate formulas, calculation tool, lessons learned, and next steps. 
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Presentation Notes
MVEP is a panel in the Technology and Research program of SNAME.  SNAME is based in the US, but is international professional organization.  We have one international local section.  It’s this one. Seattle and Vancouver are both in the Pacific Northwest Section.  I also am on the local SNAME PNW excecutive committee in additional to my role as co-Chair of MVEP.  I am one of 3 panel co-chairs along with Tim Leach, a principle and past Naval Architecture group lead at The Glosten Associates and with Brian Ackerman a professor at the US Merchant Marine Academy.  Our Phase 1 Pilot Project report was published in January of 2010.  We started by drawing a control volume around the ship at sea and by indentifying energy and resources going in, and the wastestreams going out.  We wrote a checklist of 35 environmental impacts in the categories of: Energy Efficiency, Air Emissions, Discharges to Water, and General Measures. Phase 2 Performance Assessment Guide Development is publishing Guides for each impact as T&R Bulletins.  Since we began in 2008, our goal has been to develop and implement an assessment Standard for environmental performance.  This would include both guidance on how to reduce a vessel’s impact through best practices, and the quantitative performance driven metric to measure the impact.  We have teamed with Industry, Academia, Environmental Groups, and Regulatory Agencies to come up with practical solutions.  MVEP is developed to be voluntary and a way to recognize leaders with exemplary performance.  And with performanceis that is assessed by a transparent, peer-reviewed, technical standard.   
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Presentation Notes
In February of this year, we completed our last rounds of expert and SNAME review for our first Performance Assessment Guide.  This is SNAME T&R Bulletin 6-2 MVEP EE – 1 on Hull and Propeller Operations and Maintenance for Energy Efficiency.  It is by Daniel Kane of Propulsion Dynamics with review by Victor Armstrong, then of Teekay Shipping, now with Apollo Sustainability & Optimization Solutions,  John Kelly of International Paint, and Mike Gaffney of Alaris among other industry and regulatory subject matter experts.  It is 25 pages and available for download for $40 or $20 for SNAME members.  Next Guides for release are Underwater radiated noise, SOx, Energy Efficiency: Mechanical Equipment Operations and Maintenance.  Each impact’s Performance Assessment Guid follows the same template: Scope and Applicability; S tatement of the ProblemAssessment Methodology -  which I will exand upon in the next slide.Regulatory EnvironmentDesign Integration – how reducing one impact may improve or worsen another one. 
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Presentation Notes
For the Cal Maritime Project, we focused on just the Quantitative Metric component. 
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Presentation Notes
Golden Bear is owned by the US Maritime Administration, and serves to train midshipmen to be qualified merchant marine officers. Each midshipmen takes a summer tour onboard the vessel.  The rest of the year, the Golden Bear is on campus at the dock.  It has been retrofit as a BWTS Environmental Technology Verification (ETV) testing platform. 
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Presentation Notes
Constraints:  Inputs can be gathered from readily available data sources (Section 3.2). Data can be collected in a two-day onboard survey (Section 4).Objectives: Applicable over vessel type, route, age, size, and onboard equipment. Accurate predictions of impact produced.
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Presentation Notes
This is the main air emissions input sheet – Data in green cells are input directly from the survey and/or from pull down menus.  Engines and boilers are listed on the left.  Fuel data was retrieved from Bunker Delivery Notes – in this case was simply all Ultra Low Sulfur Dielsel.  We assume that all fuel bunkered is burned. Remaining fuel on board at the beginning and at the end of the assessment can be retrieved by noon notes.  For this survey, we also had consumption data from fuel meters. Engine SpecsPort and Starboard Main EnginersThree Medium / High Speed, Ship Service Diesel GeneratorsFor a vessel with fuel meters, enter consumption directly.  Alternatively, engineers would estimate percent time spent burning each fuel type.Use: Main / AuxiliaryType: SSD = Slow Speed Diesel (300 rpm or less), M/HSD = Medium/High Speed Diesel (Greater than 300 rpm),     GT = Gas Turbine,     ST = Steam Turbine,     B = BoilerCylinder Displacement: (< or > 30L)Emission Standard is the EPA Tier Rating:  (Base, 1, 2, 3, 4) for domestic vessels Emission Factors for NOx, PM, and Hydrocarbons (HC) are found from the Device Use, Type, Cylinder Displacement, and Rating.  We assign average BSFC values to engines and boilers depending on the device type,cylinder displacement, and fuel type. In an assessment without fuel meters, the surveyor would use an alternative data entry form.  Instead of Consumption by device, engineers would estimate percent time each device spent burning each fuel type. BSFC Extra:This report assumes an average BSFC value of 213 grams per kilowatt-hour for all diesel engines below a displacement of 30 liters per cylinder, which are defined as Category 1 and 2 per Reference 3. Larger engines (Category 3) are assigned BSFC values indicated in Reference 4 for the specific engine type and fuel type burned.
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Presentation Notes
Air  emissions are significantly influenced by the quantity of fuel consumed; each proposed air emission metric uses annual fuel consumption as the main input. This is an alternative approach typically used for the air emission inventories  carried out for a port or a specific area.  Those are activity based and rely on the operating load profile and operating time. Eliminating the use of operating load profile data sacrifices prediction accuracy, but allows the emission quantities to be estimated with limited additional data. To reduce the influence of less efficient, low load activity periods, the recommended assessment period is 1 year. This assumes that the majority of operation time is spent at a steady, efficient design point. This choice also affects vessel type applicability. We recognize that this approach does not exactly predict what is emitted from the stack, it allows for a consistent relative comparison between vessels or between assessments for these 5 impacts. Carbon dioxide and Sulfur dioxide are straight forward.  Basically it’s the amount of fuel burned times the carbon content or the average sulfur percentage of the fuel. The metrics for NOx, PM, and VOCs use emission factors and brake specific fuel consumption.  All formulas include a double summation over all devices and over all fuel types – which is not shown here. Cf 	= 	Carbon content factor of fuel type f (tonnes-CO2/tonnes-fuel) Cf 	= 	3.1144 for RO, 3.206 for MDO, MGO, and ULSD, 2.75 for LNG (Reference 6-ISO 8217 Grades DMX through DMC, and 2006 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Guidelines Table 1.2 and 3.5.264/32	= 2.0  =	SO2/sulfur mass fractionS%typef	=	Average sulfur percentage of each fuel type f (by mass) Estimating NOx, PM, and VOCs use emission factors from the input device specifications. EF e,f NOx 	= 	Emission Factor,  NOx, by engine e & fuel type f  (g/kW-hr) BSFCe,f 	=	Brake specific fuel consumption by engine e & fuel type f (g/kW-hr)PMEFe,fPM 	= 	Emission Factor for base fuel, PM, by engine e & fuel type  f (g/kW-hr)7.0	=	Molecular weight Sulfate PM to sulfurFSC 	=	Fuel Sulfur Conversion = .02247, Mass fraction of fuel’s sulfur S% converted to direct sulfate PM   S%Basef	=	EPA Inventory assumes a Base Sulfur Percentage of 0.33%;  Sulfur percentage of base fuel type f (by mass) VOCs1.053	=	Adjustment factor HC to VOCs (by mass)Not included:R%NOx	=	Reduction technology emission reduction percentage, NoxR%PM	=	Reduction technology emission reduction percentage, PM More Reference, but not to say:Scope: Air emissions generated from sources other than the engines and boilers operating on bunker fuel, for instance lubricating oil or sludge oil burned and incinerator emissions, are not assessed.Applicability: Better suited to vessels with regular ocean-going routes and spend most of their time at a steady, efficient design point (ie. In transit).  So less sway by variable operation.   
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Presentation Notes
Oil – holistic footprint to capture all sources T	=	Rated Treatment Level of the Oily Water Separator (ppm)	V1 , V2, V3 	=	Total volume of oily water discharged ashore (m3), through OWS device (m3), and other routed for onboard disposal (m3)
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Presentation Notes
During Ballast Water Treatment trialsRinse and SpitBW – Relative Effectiveness as per Coast Guard, 2009, Reference 26 (Standards for Living Organisms in Ships’ Ballast Water Discharged in U.S. Waters; Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement; Proposed Rule and Notice, Department of Homeland Security, United States Coast Guard, 28 August 2009.)ID = Inocolum Density = 1 - EffectivenessNo Management – 0 Effectiveness, ID = 100ID = 35, IMO D-2 or Coast Guard Phase 1ID = 16, Coast Guard Alternate 3ID = 6, Coast Guard Alternate 4Ballast Water Exchange – 85 EffectiveDischarge to Reception Facility – 100 Effective, ID = 0
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Presentation Notes
Wastewater Here is the input sheet for Sanitary and wastewater. Three wastestreams are included for their contribution to total BOD5 discharged: blackwater, greywater, and ground food. Level 2 BOD5 is applicable for Advanced Wastewater Treatment systems.Level 1 treatment is compliant with MEPC.159(55).  Discharge density is no greater than 25 mg/L.The surveyor enters days at sea and number of people on the voyage.  TB	=	Treatment Level, BlackwaterUntreated blackwater		=	285 (mg/L) TG	=	Treatment Level, GreywaterUntreated greywater		=	269 (mg/L)TF	=	Treatment Level, Ground Food WasteUntreated ground food	=	3177 (mg/L)			Treated, Level 1 		=	25 (mg/L)				Treated, Level 1D		=	Same as untreated			Treated, Level 2		= 	BOD5 quality of effluent (mg/L)			Not discharged		=	0
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Presentation Notes
Solids – Assume all are offloaded.  Find mass, account for compaction, and which it was recycable materials. Recycled materials are considered zero impact.
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Presentation Notes
Impact =  Quality x QuantityMetric units are specific to the impact. Not including: AIS through hull foulingWe developed a metric, but it could not be calculated within the two-day survey.  Here, we did not meet our constraint, and this piece of feedback will be incorporated in the next development round. REPEATS:Oil – holistic footprint to capture all sources T	=	Rated Treatment Level of the Oily Water Separator (ppm)	V1 , V2, V3 	=	Total volume of oily water discharged ashore (m3), through OWS device (m3), and other routed for onboard disposal (m3)BW – Relative Effectiveness as per Coast Guard, 2009, Reference 26 (Standards for Living Organisms in Ships’ Ballast Water Discharged in U.S. Waters; Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement; Proposed Rule and Notice, Department of Homeland Security, United States Coast Guard, 28 August 2009.)ID = Inocolum Density = 1 - EffectivenessNo Management – 0 Effectiveness, ID = 100ID = 35, IMO D-2 or Coast Guard Phase 1ID = 16, Coast Guard Alternate 3ID = 6, Coast Guard Alternate 4Ballast Water Exchange – 85 EffectiveDischarge to Reception Facility – 100 Effective, ID = 0Wastewater TB	=	Treatment Level, BlackwaterUntreated blackwater		=	285 (mg/L) TG	=	Treatment Level, GreywaterUntreated greywater		=	269 (mg/L)TF	=	Treatment Level, Ground Food WasteUntreated ground food	=	3177 (mg/L)			Treated, Level 1 		=	25 (mg/L)				Treated, Level 1D		=	Same as untreated			Treated, Level 2		= 	BOD5 quality of effluent (mg/L)			Not discharged		=	0Solids – Assume all are offloaded.  Find mass, account for compaction, and percent of recycable materials. 
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Presentation Notes
Calculation Tool is an MS Excel SpreadsheetMetric formulas are embedded for easy calculation, but they are not hidden.  Transferrable to other users. But not yet as fully robust and applicable across vessel types, routes, ages, sizes, and onboard equipment, as I’d like.  We can do better in meeting that objective. Calculation tool includes blank Survey forms of all the input sheets.  Forms were sent ahead of the survey for the crew to start pulling together all the inputs.  The Glosten Team then also printed and brought forms onboard to find and fill in remaining needed input data. 
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Presentation Notes
How are we USEFUL to you (4/6)Like other assessment and rating schemes, ours is tool for monitoring and demonstrating progressThe metrics may be used by an owner or operator for consistent benchmarking on a single vessel, or on vessels of similar types and similar operating profiles.  The first estimate is the baseline for performance.  Subsequent estimates allow for a relative comparison against this baseline.  Continued assessment can demonstrate improvement when normalized by work done over the assessment time periods.  Pathway to complianceAn International Energy Efficiency Certificate and SEEMP, Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan, are now required for all MARPOL ships. A SEEMP requires a plan for monitoring. An operator could document, “I followed MVEP guidelines and performance metrics for hull maintenance.” Or “I logged my fuel consumption, air emissions, and Energy Efficiency Operational Indicator with the MVEP calculation tool.”Cooperative Guidelines (with your input – shared challenges, shared tools.)The Guidelines, The SNAME T&R Bulletin MVEP Guides can each be used on their own for improving performance with no comittement to a program.  And for further Guide and tool development, we’re looking for your input. 
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Next steps, Lessons Learned 
Thank you, Questions? 

 
Implement Cal Maritime feedback 

and Re-survey 
Expand assessment 
 Metrics, Vessel types, Automation 
Rating System  
 Normalize, weight, & sum  
 Relate environment and health 

impacts to fiscal cost, $ 
 
 

 

 
 
 
Contact: 
 Eleanor Kirtley 
 The Glosten Associates 
 enkirtley@glosten.com 
 206-624-7850 
 

 
  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Implement Cal Maritime feedback and Re-survey TS Golden BearWe have feedback for refinements on the metric formulations,  for the calculation tool and other part of the survey process. Principally, Ship’s personnel can collect input data more quickly than an outside surveyor.  The instructions on survey forms provided for their use must be clear and easy to follow.  Comments emphasized the importance of using only readily available data sources.  Further automation tools for data collection, data entry, metric calculation, and report generation are desired to reduce the time taken on subsequent assessments.  Tool development would be taken on with an expanded assessment.Expand Assessment beyond Cal Maritime, 6 more academies Next steps would include assessing a second vessel or developing additional impacts’ metrics.  As we have done with Cal Maritime, we want to continue growing partnerships with end users – the ship operators.  Feedback on the MVEP process, tools, and metric formulations is crucial to understanding the operator’s preferences and limitations for implementation and is helpful to promote adoption. Rating System In a Phase III, Emission estimates will be normalized per unit of work as appropriate to the vessel type.  For the training ship or for a research vessel, that might be cadet or scientist days at sea.  Impacts will be weighted for importance and summed to define a single comparable unit for the whole system, likely environmental and health cost impact.  We want to dollarize performance and relate environmental impact to a fiscal cost.   These efforts are contingent upon further funding.  THANK YOU for your time, Thank you to Green Marine who have organized a great conference. and I welcome your questions or comments!

mailto:enkirtley@glosten.com
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Summary and Conclusions 
1. Ships have environmental impact 
2. Environmental Impact is broad enough, and 

important enough, to be granted a seat in 
the Design Team 

3. Ship designers have not traditionally had 
the tools to do this 

4. SNAME is trying to change that 
 



      

Thank you 

Chris B McKesson, PhD, PE 

www.mckesson.us 
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